**RECOMMENDED COURSES FOR 1ST YEAR DECLARED MAJORS**

**UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS**

**FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE (FYEX OR FYSE)**

- **FOREIGN LANGUAGE**
  - COMPLETION OF 202 OR ITS EQUIVALENT; EXEMPTION IS POSSIBLE

- **HUMANITIES**
  - 12 CREDITS FROM APPROVED HUMANITIES COURSES WITH NO MORE THAN 6 FROM THE SAME DISCIPLINE

- **SOCIAL SCIENCES**

- **HISTORY**

**ENGLISH**

- ENGLISH 110 OR A COMBO OF APPROVED COURSES (101*, 102*, 215); EXEMPTION IS POSSIBLE
  - *ENGLISH 101 AND 102 ARE NOT OFFERED BY COFC BUT CONTINUE TO BE AVAILABLE THROUGH APPROVED CREDIT (AP, IB, OR TR)

**TIP:** EXPLORE YOUR OTHER GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS TO FIND COURSES THAT CONNECT ANOTHER FIELDS TO GEOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCES.
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